







































































Lecture 6 2

Network Synthesis










































































Quote of the day

Confusion between creativity originality Beingoriginal

entails saying something that nobody
has said before

Originality must be exhibited or feigned for
academic advancement Creativity by contrast

reflects the inner experience of the
individual

overcoming
a challenge Creativity is not

diminished when one achieves
what has

already been discovered Shalom Carney
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Slime Mold Network

https://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&source=web&cd=1&ved=0ahUKEwjIztC9ptbaAhUSwGMKHd9vA4MQo7QBCAkwAA&ur
l=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DGwKuFREOgmo&usg=AOvVaw
0JcNMdKecPZ98XdLGapeBu
















So far we have examined certain classes of dynamics on networks

abstracted as graphs The story line is that we are have

nodes with dynamic states x t that evolve in along the following

lines
Ii f Xi coupling terms to neighboring

nodes

eg
depending on applications

x ̅ j Xi this can assume many
different forms

of course we can choose fi's the coupling terms in such
a way

that we end up withvery
complicated dynamics We also looked

at

two canonical means of modifying that
natural behavior of

Networkedsystems namely through
input's d statedependent

couplings choosewix toget

input
ʰ useful behaviors

of course in practice the networks
are subject to environment forces

disturbances only some state of the network
is ofinterest

theremight

bemultipledecision makers
etc



In the meantime a natural question arise

How did the network structure
arise in the first place

If we call the network structure as form
The state evolutionofnodes as function

then what we havedone so far is to explore
how

form function
or

form input is function

form manipulation

ofform
function

It might very well be
that form itself is a dynamic process

something like
Glo G 11 G t

that somehow couple to

10 X L X t

The evolutionof the two can even be of a feedbackform

Today we want to explore some
models for how network structure

can arise or synthesized This is an active research topic plenty

of things still need to be
worked out I will giveyou a fewexamples



Networkdesignusing semidefinite programs suppose we are interested

to maximize the algebraic connectivityof the graph
but we don't

want to usetoomany edges So we write the following optimization

max 12 G this is okay for
IECG men don't small n m

Ivan
www.fEg

Note that if we want to may 12 G ECG Em we can just

let ECG m since as you
add edgesto G 12 Gte Az G

How many potential pairs in
an n node graph 1 21 2 I

then we have to choose m edges among If possible w̅
im

a

IE
ease

we can use the Stirling's formula



Okay so back to our setup
mar 12 G

we need to introduce

variables like f x
IV E In
IECGll m maxhffxieie.tt

Ʃxi m t
So we can write this problem as

max f x x l ai 0

1 1 2 2
I s

feasibleset

in this setting I is non convex complicated to work with

The main issue is with the se so or a constraint that

characterizes the feasible set what if we relax the constraint

to X 1 This turns out to be much nicer to work with this

constraint along with Ʃ i m or

RR ER Ix m 1

defines a convex set



So the relaxed version of the problem looks like

may 12 G x

KERR convex set

But how can we deal will the objective
we assume that we know

that maximization of a concave function over a convex set is

easy but how should we handle this May be something like

this max α

KERR

12 G x α

if HCG α

min XL G x α x 1 1 to

16 I 70
It

if A Ʃ Pi Pi where P Pa Pn I

P Pn it β



so we write β βto

β
1141 27 P Pa β 0

β P Lca I P β 70

PTL G P α PTP is positive semi definite

we denote this by curly
or

So our problem now looks like

max α

RR

PLIGA P α Ptp
inequality

here
1 ax Ʃ xie.ie Tlineanin linear in a



This problem is called semi definite programing it is one

of the most awesome optimization problems for the past few

decades Basically although this optimization problem is

over matrices we can still solve it rather efficiently

in this case we have by
I variables constraints

1 for x for a

solvable in time proportional to polynomial in w̅



NashNetworks

We nowshift our attentionto anotheraspectof network synthesis
local informationfor decisionmaking w a global objective

This setup also allows us to discuss another
solution concept

Not of a maximizer or
a minimizer but that of a Nashequilibrium

We will mainly focus on the solution concept in this part as opposed

to algorithm forfinding the solution like
what we did for the SDP

approach to maximizing 22 G A solution concept is essentially

a mathematical way of characterizing when
we have satisfied

conditions where the decision making process can safely
terminate

For example in the so called gradient descent for minimizing
a differentiable convex function i e

K Xp V Df xu
once we reach DfE o kt Xu we ain't goingnowhere

afterwards having 7 fix is a solution concept Here

is another one



Prisoner's Dilemma

a Prisoner
2 if your prisoner

1 you
have decided to confess

prisoner
Q 121 21 1 510

there is no incentive for
C 101 51 1 4 41 you to change your

decision.to Q

unilaterally

More generally a pairof strategies
0 02 for the two decisionmakers

is called a Nashequilibria if
I 19 I 19,5 T E Ʃ

101 2 IT 02 Tz E E
E set ofstrategies

payoff available to

This solution concept of course can be extended to player2

multi decisionmakers i e

T T.si TI it 19 É T E Ʃ

so on



Sowhat this have to do anything with Networksynthesis let us

consider the following scenario each node in the network wants

to be well connected to the rest of the network in that he she

wants to minimize
Ʃ dist ii j ffcmeh.at
a.jeVCGljti

but the node doesn't want
to payfor it too

much in fact the

cost for node i will be ad i so we bet to total cost for

node i as

dci Eg
dist i j

the social cost will be dei j if
path from i to

IE If distling



We want to understand how α effects the solution

concept how suboptimal a Nash equilibria is

Here is our first observation

Prof If 272 then star is socially optimal On the

other hand if 42 the completegraph is social

optimal

Proof Suppose we have m edges in the socially optimal

network connecting 2m vertices

am 2m 2 h n 1 2m
social
cost atleast

Mt 2m 2min 1 4m a 2 m 2min

bowfund if 272 is min has to be a tree

42 complete graph



Prof If 221 then any star graph is a Nash equilibrium

If α 1 then the completegraph is a Nash equilibrium

think of yourself as the center modeIoof Let 271 youhave no incentive to disconnect

If you are a leaf node you can

add k edges at a priceof ale

distances drop by k if 27,1

this doesn't make sense

Let α I complete graph An agent can save αk by

removing k edges but total
distance goes up by k again if

α 1 this doesn't make sense

star is Nash

Acy
anger

b optimal
I

I t.gs1



Let us consider costs in the context of decision

making Two definitions
Nash equilibria

iiii.it
e

iiiii
Ffrancyprice of stability

if PA I then Nash is also socially optimal

in general PA 71



Erin when 1 222 the priceof anarchy is at most 4 3

CCG am 2Mt 2 men
1 2m 2n n 1 m α 2

social at when I 50 2 is m should be maximum

of a
graph

w m
edges

ticeofanny.it us t
1

In fact one can show that price of anarchy is at most

014
forth

pinny151 topic
let me know in class


